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Justin Albert, Yorke Brown, Peter Doherty

1.  Current News.  
• There’s no news from Chris on the status of the NIST proposal.

**Action CWS:  Revise  narrative.
**Action YJB:  Edit narrative.
**Action CWS:  Assemble package and submit.

• Since Yorke’s meeting with his department concerning the new research group, space has
been allocated, and the department chair is pursuing an administrative method of paying
students.

**Action YJB:  Organize new Dartmouth group and report status.

2.  Working Schedule.
• There’s no change in Greencube status:   the first week of April still appears to be promising.

**Action IS:  Coordinate with Amanda on GC launch.

3.  Simulation, Effectiveness Computations. 
• Trystyn’s spreadsheet is looking fairly solid.  Peter has suggested that the spot size should be

included in any SNR computation.

**Action TB: Add spot size computations and circulate for review.
**Action YB, JA: Review spreadsheet.

4.  ICD and Scheduling
• No dicussion, per agenda.

5.  Current Development Issues. 
• We discussed Justin’s shopping list and agreed that we should avoid multi-thousand dollar

LDs at this point.  We should concentrate on a small number of low-cost visible wavelengths,
although Justin does want to include at least on NIR source early on.  There was some
discussion of sources beyond ThorLabs, and all agreed to search around and make
suggestions to Justin.

**Action JA (et el): Review LD sources and make final decisions on purchase.

• Justin raised the issue of LD controllers and the interface to the flight control system.  In order
to reduce the number of design iterations, he wants to go straight to an 8-channel design. 
There was some discussion of how elaborate the interface needed to be—simple on-off bits



controlled by the flight computer to an SPI bus that carried realtime programming data for the
controllers.  Yorke briefly described the flight control system design currently emerging from
his student Patrick Yukman.  Peter and Yorke will coordinate on a suitable interface and Peter
will design either an interface to a COTS controller, or will design our own if that seems more
useful.

**Action YB: Get design of flight controller to Peter.
**Action YB: Coordinate LD interface.
**Action PD: Lay out design of LD control system.

• Fiber Splitter.  We did not discuss this item explicitly.  Current consensus is that we bundle
the individual fibers at the integrator port.

** Action JA: Investigate splitters vs fiber bundle feed.  —Complete.
**Action JA: Research LDs and prepare shopping list. —Superceded.

• We did not discuss source specs beyond the suggestion that we should look for powers
greater than the current 30 mW units on the shopping list.

**Action YJB: Prepare outline of spec for source.
**Action YJB: Sketch design of LED dummy source.

6.  NanoSat initiative.  Chris’s email comments confirmed the pre-meeting discussion that we
want to be careful not to make any offers or commitments to the NanoSat collaborators who want
to fly a microwave source.  Still, it’s possible that in the future, if we have the capacity, we might
want to be able to offer a balloon flight to that group.  Justin will draft an email discussing our
capabilities so that they can understand the potential for future cooperation and plan accordingly.

**Action JA: Draft email to Matt Dobbs and Keith Vanderlinde.  Circulate for approval.

7.  Spot Size Issue.  Justin brought up an observation made to him by colleagues concerned that
the spot size of the source when the telescope was focused at infinity might be too large to be
useful.  This issue had mostly been settled by email before the meeting, but the summary is that
we don’t expect to be using larger than 1-meter class telescopes even for monitoring during SNe
studies.  For a 1-meter f/5 telescope focused at infinity, the spot size of a point at 40 km is about
0.13 mm diameter—13 pixels across.  So it’s a non issue except that it reduces the flux per pixel
by a factor of 120.

6.  Further meetings.  We agreed to meet again next week by Skype 2:00 EDT Friday, 1 Apr—a
day on which we will surely reveal our true inner natures.

**Action YJB:  Coordinate next meeting.


